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Abstract—In this paper, we describe the design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of a novel multi-vehicle merge
maneuver for a decentralized platooning system named
Adaptive Decentralized Emergent-behavior PlaTooning’s
(ADEPT), which is inspired by the “emergent behavior”
of some processes found in nature. Performance evaluation
results considering a variety of maneuvering scenarios
show that the proposed emergent-based approach to multi-
vehicle merging yields lower overall maneuver latency
compared to centralized platooning merge. We also show
that the proposed emergent-based multi-vehicle merge
results in lower overhead when compared to centralized
merge, and is thus able to more efficiently use network
resources. Finally, due to its emergent-based bottom-up
approach to platooning, maneuvers are significantly less
complex to implement since they are based on a relatively
small set of simple rules that can be used by all maneuvers.

Index Terms—autonomous-platooning, decentralized,
merge, bio-inspired, emergent

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

According to the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT), platooning is defined as “a coordinated oper-
ation of two or more vehicles via cooperative adaptive
cruise control (CACC)” [1]. Platooning provides a num-
ber of benefits, including improved fuel efficiency [2],
road capacity [3], [4], and road safety. Early research
on platooning and automated vehicular systems such as
PATH [5], SARTRE [6] and Energy-ITS [7], mainly
focused on steady-state cruising, which regulates speed
and inter-vehicular spacing assuming the platoon had
already been formed. “On-the-fly” platoon establishment
and maneuvering such as formation and dissolution
during the course of the trip has been less explored. Only
recently, with the emergence of Cooperative Intelligent
Transport Systems, has started to receive attention from
researchers and practitioners [8], [9].

Generally, platooning systems can be classified as ei-
ther centralized or decentralized. Centralized platooning

is characterized by the presence of a leader responsible
for coordinating all the maneuvers. This suffers from sin-
gle point of failure, platoon length limitation and longer
maneuver time as maneuvers need to be serialized [10],
[11]. While decentralized platooning tries to mitigate the
shortcomings of centralized platooning systems, it has
its own limitations. Traditional decentralized platooning,
also known as deliberate decentralized platooning, re-
quires 1-to-1 communication among the maneuvering
vehicles, thereby increasing communication overhead
and demanding more from the underlying network [12],
[13]. Additionally, each individual maneuver requires
developing a specific protocol which increases the com-
plexity of the overall platooning system.

To mitigate the drawbacks of traditional decentral-
ized platooning, in [9] we proposed a decentralized
platooning approach inspired by the emergent behavior
of biological systems, such as ants and termites. We
showed how maneuvers such as JOIN and EXIT can
be performed by adopting strategies that “emerge” from
basic, common rules.

In this paper, we present ADEPT’s multi-vehicle
MERGE maneuvering, executed when platooning vehi-
cles change lanes and lanes merge. Multi-vehicle merge
maneuvers proposed for centralized platooning [14] will
not work in decentralized systems since they rely on a
leader to coordinate maneuvers. While a few decentral-
ized platooning approaches have been proposed, most of
them focus on tail and single-vehicle merge [13], [15].
ADEPT intends to fill this important gap - its emergent-
based multi-vehicle merging maneuver allows multiple
vehicles to merge into a platoon at different positions,
i.e., tail and in the middle of the platoon. We describe
the design, implementation and evaluation of ADEPT’s
multi-vehicle MERGE maneuver. Our simulation results
using a diverse set of maneuvering scenarios demonstrate
that, when compared to centralized platooning, ADEPT’s
emergent-based approach to multi-vehicle merging ma-978-1-6654-5530-5/23/$31.00 c©2023 IEEE



neuvers yields lower overall maneuver latency in most
scenarios. It also incurs lower network overhead when
compared to centralized merge and thus is able to use
the network more efficiently. Additionally, ADEPT’s
emergent-based approach, which uses a relatively small
set of simple rules, results in significantly lower maneu-
ver implementation complexity.

II. ADEPT’S MERGE MANEUVER

In this section, we describe in detail our design
of ADEPT’s multi-vehicle merge. We also describe
the merge maneuver of a centralized platooning sys-
tem which we will use as a baseline when evaluating
ADEPT’s merge performance. We start by defining some
basic terminology, listing our assumptions and lastly,
describing our system in detail.
A. Terminology and System Model

We consider two platoons – The platoon from
which vehicles intend to leave is called the
merging-platoon and the platoon to which vehicles
intend to merge is called the merged-platoon. One
of the main steps during a merge maneuver is identifying
the target position in the merged-platoon. As illustrated
in Figure 1a, if the merging-vehicle Mv wants to merge,
the target position for the merge is in front of vehicle
Fi in the merged-platoon which is the closest and is
in front of the merging-vehicle Mv . Fi will be
the new following-vehicle after the merge. Fi

creates a gap with Fi−1 (as explained in Sections II-D
and II-E) so that Mv merges in between Fi and Fi−1

as shown in Figure 1b. Note that the closest rear vehicle
Fi+1 in the merged-platoon is not chosen because the
position of Mv relative to Fi may be such that merging
is not possible between Fi+1 and Fi, even after Fi+1

creates a gap with Fi as depicted in Figure 1c.
Alternatively, we could decelerate and reposition Mv

to accommodate merging between Fi+1 and Fi, which is
more complex compared to decelerating only Fi as the
former involves coordination among two vehicles while
the latter involves only one. We reposition Mv when
either Fi−1 or both Fi and Fi−1 are not present in the
system. In the former case, i.e., the closest vehicle in the
target platoon is the lead vehicle, Mv re-positions itself
behind Fi+1 because Fi becomes the first vehicle i.e.,
F0, and it cannot create any gap with the vehicle in front
of it. In the latter case, i.e., Mv is in front of the first
vehicle in the target platoon, Mv will reposition itself
behind Fi+2. In both the cases after repositioning, Mv

will attempt to re-identify its new target merge position.
The new following-vehicles will be Fi+1 and Fi+2, in
the former and latter cases, respectively.

(a) Platoons before the merge

(b) Merge gap creation

(c) Merge collision

Fig. 1: The merge maneuver

In the case the merged-platoon is a single-vehicle
platoon, F0 cannot create a gap in front of it for Mv

to merge, nor Mv can reposition behind a vehicle that
can create a gap for it to merge. In this case, Mv

positions itself at a safe distance behind F0 and merges
into the merged-platoon. We do not accelerate Mv as it
may be not possible to do so because of the existence
of a vehicle in front of Mv in the merging-platoon.
Though it is possible to accelerate Mv if it is the first
vehicle in the merging-platoon, we chose not to do so
for implementation simplicity.

In ADEPT, if the merging-platoon and the merged-
platoon are in the same lane and Mv is behind the last
vehicle of the merged-platoon we term the maneuver as
JOIN. If the merging-platoon and the merged-platoon
are in adjacent lanes, we term the maneuver as MERGE.

B. Assumptions

Our design makes the following assumptions: (1) The
merging-platoon speed is greater than or equal to the
merged-platoon speed. Otherwise, Mv should accelerate
to match the speed of the merged-platoon. This may
not be possible if Mv is not the first vehicle in the
merging-platoon; (2) The platoon id is globally unique
and is set by the first vehicle to join the platoon as
described in [9]; (3) All vehicles in the system know and
advertise their position through their beacon messages;
(4) Vehicles do not engage in malicious behavior and
thus do not generate malicious messages; (5) All vehicles
are equipped with a controller capable of guiding the
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vehicle from one lane to another to complete the merge
maneuver.

C. ADEPT’s Communication

ADEPT uses a decentralized emergent behavior based
platooning approach where participants communicate
indirectly via the environment mimicking emergent sys-
tems in nature, such as ants and termites. Therefore, in
ADEPT, all communication is done via broadcasting in
lieu of direct, unicast communication.

In a platooning system, vehicle information, such as
vehicleId, speed and position, required to maintain con-
stant inter-vehicular spacing is periodically broadcasted
as beacon messages. In ADEPT, additional information
required for platoon maneuvers, highlighted gray in
Figure 2, is piggybacked in the beacon messages. This
eliminates the need for additional messages and results
in reduced overall communication overhead as illustrated
by our experimental results in Section IV. Note that, in
our current ADEPT implementation, beacon messages
are transmitted every 100ms.

To cope with the dynamics of platooning systems
(e.g., high mobility, communication channel unreliabil-
ity, etc), vehicles only react after they receive a message
for a predetermined number of times. This is a config-
urable parameter which can be pre-configured based on
the expected dynamics of the platooning system, the op-
erational environment and the underlying communication
infrastructure.

D. ADEPT’s Emergent Rules

Traditional platooning systems, also known as Delib-
erate Systems [16], usually adopt a top-down approach,
where high-level objectives, in this case, maneuvers,
are defined and then workflows (including message
exchange) specific to each maneuver are developed.
ADEPT draws inspiration from nature and adopts a
bottom-up approach. The proposed Emergent System,
also known as Biologically-Inspired System [17], first
lays out basic rules of interaction, which vehicles use to
carry out platooning maneuvers.

Below, we introduce the set of emergent rules that
each vehicle in ADEPT follows to execute maneuvers
in general and multi-vehicle merge in particular. Sec-
tion II-E describes how these rules are used to execute
ADEPT’s multi-vehicle merge. The notation used in the
description of the rules (see also Figure 1) is as follows:
d is the minimum inter-vehicle gap, SMv is the merging-
vehicle’s speed, Sp is the merged-platoon’s speed, lMv

is the length of Mv , GFi is the longitudinal-gap between
Mv and Fi, and lFi is the length of vehicle Fi.

• Gap Maintenance (R1): This rule is used by all
vehicles to maintain constant inter-vehicle gap by
accelerating when gap with the preceding vehicle
> (d+ δ) and decelerating when gap < (d+ δ).

• Speed Match (R2): Used by Mv to match its speed
with merged-platoon by decelerating while SMv >
(Sp + δ).

• Target Vehicle Identification (R3): Used by Mv

to determine Fi in the merged-platoon, i.e., the first
vehicle that is longitudinally in front of Mv in the
merged-platoon.
– If Fi is a one-vehicle platoon, brake until GFi >
d+ lMv and execute R6

– If Fi is the first vehicle in multi-vehicle platoon,
position behind the second vehicle of the merged-
platoon and reinitiate R3.

– Else execute R4.
• Gap Wait (R4): This rule is used by Mv to wait

for Fi to create gap by adding Fi’s ID in its beacon
and waiting until Fi is at a safe distance behind it.

• Gap Create (R5): Rule used by Fi to create gap
for Mv to merge by setting d, the inter-vehicle gap
to be equal to 2d + lMv + GFi + lFi as long as
it senses its ID in Mv’s beacon. This gap is large
enough for Mv with length lMv to merge safely.

• Merge (R6): This rule is used by Mv to perform
the lane change.

• End (R7): Used by Mv to end the maneuver by
not specifying Fi’s ID in its beacon so that Fi can
reset d to its original value that it modified in R5.

E. ADEPT’s Emergent Merge

The state transition diagrams describing the merge
maneuvers for vehicles Mv and Fi (see Figure 1) are
shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively.

• In the IDLE state, all platoon vehicles maintain a
minimum inter-vehicle gap of d using R1 Ṫhis is
achieved by the vehicle’s controller (in our current
implementation, the PLOEG controller as described
in Section III).

• When Mv is ready to carry out the merge, it moves
to the SPEED-MATCH state to match the speed of
the target platoon using R2. The speed of the target
platoon is extracted from the beacon message from
one of the merged-platoon members.

• When Mv is in sync with the speed of the merged-
platoon, it transitions to the FIND-TARGET state
and uses R3 to identify Fi, the nearest vehicle in the
merged-platoon in front of it. The beacon message
from Fi contains the required length and position
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Fig. 2: ADEPT’s Beacon Message

(a) Mv merge state transition

(b) Fi merge state transition

Fig. 3: ADEPT Merge State Transition Diagrams

information. Mv identifies Fi by maintaining a
sorted list of positions of all the nearby merged-
platoon vehicles.

• Once Mv identifies Fi as the target vehicle, its own
ID (mergeeId) is set in its beacon message and Mv

moves to the GAP-WAIT state where it uses R4
to constantly check the position of Fi, which is
advertised in Fi’s beacon message.

• When Fi senses its ID in Mv’s beacon message,
it moves to the GAP-CREATE state and uses R5
to create the required gap with Fi−1. As specified
in R5, the gap is set as the minimum inter-vehicle
gap whereby the vehicle’s PLOEG controller (see
Section III) slows down the vehicle until the ap-
propriate gap with Fi−1 is created. Once in the
GAP-CREATE state, Fi processes beacons only
from Mv and maintains the new gap while its ID
is present in Mv’s beacon message.

• Mv constantly monitors its environment by listen-
ing to beacon messages sent by nearby vehicles.
Distance between Mv and other vehicles is deter-
mined using the position information it receives
in the beacon message from other vehicles. The
merge is deemed safe when Mv does not sense
any other vehicle within the merging distance in

the merged-platoon for a pre-determined period of
time. The controller capable of guiding the vehicle
from one lane to another is used to complete the
merge maneuver.

• Mv stops specifying Fi’s ID in its beacon message
using R7 and moves to the IDLE state either when
it successfully completes the merge maneuver using
R6 or when it times out waiting for safe condition
to merge. In the latter case, the merge operation is
aborted and may be retried by Mv later.

• When Fi no longer senses its ID in Mv’s beacon
message, it transitions to the IDLE state and re-
positions according to the original inter-vehicle gap.
All vehicles in IDLE state maintain a minimum
inter-vehicle gap with their preceding vehicle using
R1.

F. Centralized Merge Maneuver

For our comparative evaluation of ADEPT’s merge
(see Sections III and IV), we implemented the merge
maneuver for the centralized platooning system de-
scribed in [18]. A brief description of the centralized
merge is provided below.

• Mv informs the leader of the merging-platoon its
intention to exit. If Mv happens to be the leader, it
transfers leadership to the second vehicle. If Mv is
not able to get permission or transfer leadership, it
aborts and retries after some random wait.

• Next, Mv requests the leader of the merged-platoon
permission to merge. If it gets the go-ahead, the
merged-platoon leader will also send the target
merge position to Mv . The merge position is de-
noted by the vehicle id (Fi) behind which Mv

should position itself ahead of the merge. Fi is
trivially determined by the merged-platoon leader
as it knows the positions of all its members and also
the position of Mv that it receives in the request.

• If Mv is not given permission to merge, it revokes
its intention to exit with the merging-platoon leader.
If Mv was the leader of its original platoon, it
continues as a single vehicle platoon and retries.

• As it adjusts its speed ahead of the merge, Mv

constantly checks its current position against Fi’s as
reported in Fi’s beacon message. It informs merged-
platoon leader when it is behind Fi, ready to merge.

• The merged-platoon leader instructs Fi to create the
appropriate gap for Mv to merge. Fi creates the gap
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TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

co
m

m
TX pwr (centralized) 20 dBm
TX pwr (emergent) 10 dBm
Epoch (δt) 0.1s

m
ob

ili
ty

Platoon size Varying
Desired gap 15m
MAXBOFF 3s
h 0.5s
Li 4m
r 2m
kp, kd, kdd 0.2, 0.7, 0
τ 0.5s

by braking and informs the leader when done. The
merged-platoon leader then informs Mv that it is
safe to merge.

• Mv merges into the merged-platoon and informs
leaders of both platoons when the merge completes.

• Leaders of both platoons send updated platoon
information to all their members.

III. EVALUATION

In this section we describe the experimental method-
ology we used to evaluate ADEPT’s merge maneuver.

A. Simulation Environment

We evaluate ADEPT’s merge maneuver by comparing
its performance against the centralized merge described
in Section II-F). We conducted our experiments using
the PLEXE 2.1 simulator [10], which in turn uses
SUMO [19] for simulating vehicular mobility, and OM-
NeT++ [20] to simulate the underlying communication
network. Table I summarizes our simulation parameters.

In our experiments, vehicles involved in centralized
maneuvering support ACC and CACC using a cen-
tralized leader-predecessor controller [21], and vehi-
cles in ADEPT use ACC and the PLOEG decentral-
ized controller [22]. Due to the unavailability of path-
planning controllers in our simulation environment, vehi-
cles change lanes instantaneously, i.e., the “jump” from
one lane to another when they are clear to merge in
lieu of gradual lane change. We assume all vehicles
are identical in terms of their physical characteristics
(e.g., length, weight, power) and controllers, and when
a vehicle exits the platoon, we assume that it exits the
system (e.g., the freeway). In this paper, our experiments
simulate flat roads with ideal dry weather conditions
and assume that all vehicles are autonomous and can
communicate with each other.

B. Scenarios

We evaluate six different scenarios involving multiple
vehicles, multiple platoons and different variations of
the merging maneuver, including vehicles merging the
platoon at the end, vehicles merging from one platoon
to another and vehicles exiting the freeway, all happening
simultaneously. Since it is impractical to test all possible
scenario variations, we selected a diverse set that aims
at representing most real-world merge settings. In all
scenarios tested, vehicles in the merging-platoon and
merged-platoon are traveling in two adjacent lanes. All
vehicles of a platoon travel in the same lane one behind
the other. The scenarios used in our experiments are as
follows – (1) This is the simplest scenario that involves
merging of a single vehicle from one platoon to another.
The merging-platoon consists of 2 vehicles and the
merged-platoon consists of 3 vehicles. The last vehicle of
merging-platoon merges in front of the second vehicle in
the merged-platoon. On completion, the merging platoon
consists of 1 vehicle while the merged-platoon has 4.
(2) This scenario involves two operations, i.e., merging
and exit. The merging-platoon consists of 3 vehicles and
merged-platoon has 4, where the first vehicles of both
platoons exit the freeway, forcing leadership transfer in
case of centralized merging. Simultaneously, the last
vehicle of the merging platoon merges into the merged-
platoon. On completion, the merging platoon has 1
vehicle while the merged-platoon has 4. (3) This scenario
too involves two operations, namely merging and joining
the platoon at the rear. The merging-platoon has 3
vehicles and merged-platoon has 4. Two single vehicle
platoons, one in the merging-platoon lane and another
in the merged-platoon lane join the respective platoons
at the rear. Simultaneously, the second vehicle from the
merging-platoon merges into the merged-platoon. On
completion, the merging platoon has 3 vehicles while
the merged-platoon has 6. (4) This scenario is more
complex compared to the previous ones, involving join,
exit and merge operations. The merging-platoon has 7
vehicles and the merged-platoon 4. 2 vehicles from the
merging-platoon exit the freeway while 1 vehicle merges
into the merged-platoon. Additionally, 2 vehicles in the
merging-platoon lane and 2 vehicles in the merged-
platoon lane attempt to join the respective platoons at the
rear. All the above-mentioned operations are triggered
simultaneously. On completion, the merging-platoon has
6 vehicles, merged-platoon 7, while 2 vehicles exit
the freeway. (5) This scenario illustrates multi-vehicle
merging, where the whole merging-platoon merges into
the merged-platoon to form one single platoon. The
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merging-platoon has 4 vehicles and merged-platoon 5.
All merging-platoon vehicles merge into the merged-
platoon one by one. On completion, the merged-platoon
consists of all 9 vehicles. (6) This is a similar scenario to
the previous one where we illustrate the merging of the
whole platoon. In this case, the leaders of the two pla-
toons in centralized merging can coordinate and create
gaps in their respective platoons so that all the vehicles
of merging-platoon can merge simultaneously. However,
this requires a complete specialized protocol. The reason
for this scenario is to bring about the trade-off between
maneuver efficiency in the case of centralized merging
at the cost of increased complexity and overhead.

IV. RESULTS

The results presented in this section are average of 10
runs. In each run a different random seed is used which
affects the position of the vehicles and the timing of their
messages. In a particular run, the same random seed is
used for both ADEPT and centralized platooning. The
error bars in the graphs show the standard deviations. We
evaluate ADEPT’s merge using the following metrics:

• Merge Maneuver Time: Total time taken by the
system to complete a set of platooning maneuvers.

• Communication Overhead: Average number of
data bytes sent by each vehicle.

A. Merge Maneuver Time

The maneuver time for different scenarios is shown
in Figure 4 where the x-axis shows the 6 different
scenarios described in Section III-B and the y-axis, the
maneuver time in seconds. Note that in scenario (1)
which involves merging of a single vehicle, the time
taken by centralized merge is slightly lower (22%) than
ADEPT. Recall that in ADEPT, communication happens
indirectly by sensing the environment and having to wait
for a pre-specified period to address the dynamics of the
environment, thus the resulting increase in latency.

In scenarios (2) to (4), centralized takes considerably
more time (85%, 203% and 325% respectively) as exit
and join maneuvers happen in parallel with the merge
maneuver in ADEPT, whereas in the centralized platoon-
ing merge, all maneuvers are serialized. The more there
are concurrent maneuvers, the more efficient ADEPT’s
approach is when compared to centralized platooning.

In scenario (5), since all vehicles attempt to merge
at the same time, all vehicles in the merged-platoon
create gaps also at the same time. This enables multiple
vehicles to merge in parallel in case of ADEPT and
therefore leads to shorter maneuver time (13%). How-
ever, sometimes vehicles in the merged-platoon will be
positioned such that it is unsafe for the merging-platoon

Fig. 4: Maneuver time for different scenarios

Fig. 5: Average data transmitted by each vehicle

vehicles to merge due to multi-vehicle movement. In
those cases, the merge is aborted and retried later, which
leads to higher maneuver time. This is evidenced by
scenario (5)’s higher standard deviation.

In scenario (6), the maneuver is coordinated by the
leader of both platoons in the centralized merge. As
such, the merge in centralized platooning takes less than
half the time compared to ADEPT (66%). So, while
the centralized merge is well suited for merging entire
platoons, ADEPT is better equipped to support multi-
ple simultaneous maneuvers, in addition to providing
increased resilience and robustness since it avoids single-
point-of-failure issues.

B. Communication Overhead

Maneuvers in ADEPT leverage the broadcast nature
of wireless communication and information required for
platooning is piggybacked on beacon messages that are
periodically broadcasted. In our current implementation,
piggybacked information necessary for maneuvers adds
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a total of 21 bytes to the beacon message, highlighted
in gray in Figure 2. Centralized platooning, on the other
hand, utilizes specialized unicast messages, specific to
each maneuver. Figure 5 shows the average number of
bytes of data sent by each vehicle for each scenario. Even
though ADEPT adds extra bytes in its beacon messages
for maneuvering, vehicles transmit significantly less data
(45%, 66%, 76%, 14%) overall for scenarios (2) to (5).

Additionally, centralized maneuvers require higher
transmit power as the leader must communicate with
the last vehicle of the platoon. The higher the transmit
power, the higher the interference, likely resulting in
higher data loss. This may lead to longer maneuvering
time which adds to the fact that maneuvers have to
be serialized. In the case of scenario (6), the leader in
the centralized platooning approach coordinates merging
of the whole platoon and, as previously discussed, this
yields to lower maneuvering time and transmit less data
(64%) compared to maneuvers in ADEPT.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a novel multi-vehicle merge
maneuver for our emergent-behavior based decentralized
platooning approach called ADEPT (Adaptive Decentral-
ized Emergent-behavior PlaTooning) and described its
design, implementation, and evaluation. Our simulation
results using a diverse set of maneuvering scenarios
demonstrated that, when compared to centralized pla-
tooning, ADEPT’s emergent-based approach to multi-
vehicle merging maneuvers yields lower overall maneu-
ver latency in most scenarios. We also show that ADEPT
demonstrates lower communication overhead compared
to centralized merge and thus is able to use network
resources more efficiently. Finally, due to its emergent-
based, bottom-up approach to platooning, ADEPT’s ma-
neuvers are less complex to implement since they are
based on a relatively small set of simple rules that can
be used by all maneuvers.
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